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About Our Company



Our Vision

Our Mission To be Asia-Pacific’s leading provider of information and technological 
products and services for the research and education sectors.

To provide new learning and knowledge solutions for professionals, to 
develop and acquire the skills needed for the 21st century.

Established over 30 years ago, 
iGroup serves to provide 

information products, library 
technologies, and educational 

resources.

To become the leading provider of information and solutions for 
the Education and Research Community.



Company Overview

The iGroup aims to be a one-stop station for information products and library technologies. Our ability to 
provide a full spectrum of related products and services with localized support from each of our regional 
offices, establishes us as the key information industry partner in the Asia-Pacific region.

Our History

Since the late 1990s, the iGroup companies have 
initiated and successfully implemented many 
pioneering consortia throughout the region. 

These successes are largely due to our close 
working relationship and credibility with both 
information providers and customers. We have set 
up consortia in China, South Korea, Thailand, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia and Australia

Milestones

Total workforce of over 1,500 within 
Asia-Pacific region

iGroup (Asia Pacific) Limited 

is a Hong Kong registered 
multinational organization. 

Offices

Offices spanning over 20 countries 
in the Asia-Pacific region

Products & Services

Employees

Academic 
Contents

Publishing 
Platforms

Technology 
& Authoring 
Tools

Library 
Automation

Consultancy K-12

Access

Library Learning Space is an iGroup (Asia Pacific) website: 
Asia’s Newspaper on Electronic Information Products & 
Services, which no longer has a print edition.



T R U T H

iGroup
Core Value

TRANSPARENCY RESPECT UNITY TEAMWORK HONESTY



Mr. Lee opened 
1st Bookshop in 

Thailand
CD Rom and 

Internet 
Business from 

late 80s

Singapore and Hong 
Kong office opened

Business expanded to have offices in Taiwan, 
Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and Korea

1980

1983

Late 80’s

Late 80’s –
early 90’s

1990

2000

iGroup was formally incorporate in 1999 and launched 
during the 65th IFLA Conference in Bangkok

Shanghai office 
opened in 2001
Beijing office 
opened in 2003

2000-2003

Expansion of offices across Asia Pacific

iGroup History



The iGroup (Asia Pacific) Limited is a Hong Kong-registered multinational organization with offices 
spanning over 20 countries in the Asia Pacific region with a total workforce of over 1,500.

About us
iGroup Territories 

20
countries

1,500
workforce



iGroup Offices

Bangkok ．Beijing ．Chongqing ．Guangzhou ．
Hanoi ． Hong Kong ． Jakarta ． Kuala Lumpur ．
Los Angeles ．Manila ．Melbourne 

New Delhi ． New York ． Seoul ． Shanghai ．
Singapore ． Taipei ． Tokyo ． Xi'an ． Yangon



The iGroup (Asia Pacific) Limited is honoured to be named as a Caring Company by the Hong Kong 
Council of Social Service.  Nominated by Caritas – Catholic Diocese of Hong Kong, the iGroup has 
been bestowed this award because of its continuous support and commitment to the young and 
the elderly through Caring for the Community, Caring for Employees, and Caring for the 
Environment.

Pote N Lee
i G r o u p  C E O
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Academic Contents

The building blocks for all research and      development

Building your library's eResources can be a tremendous task, especially when students' 
and faculty's information requirements continue to expand at the same rate as digital 
communications. This is where iGroup can help you with all of your information needs, 
whether it's research articles on a certain topic or discipline, eBooks to complement 
curricula, or tools that improve research productivity.

Our collaboration with publishers is established on a country-by-country basis.

Please contact your local iGroup office for information on the publishers we represent. 



Publishing Platforms

Distribution and reprint of books from        well known publishers for 
the academic and corporate market

Business Expert Press is dedicated to developing collections of complementary 
titles within specific business disciplines and across topics of interest. Each 
collection is led by a collection editor or professor who actively charts the 
strategic direction of the collection and seeks out new topics.

BEP eBooks is focusing on translating real-life business experiences and business 
knowledge. It is a concise, easy-to-read book for advanced business students.

IG Publishing is a leading aggregator of ebooks for academic, government, 
corporate, and public libraries around the world. We work with leading 
publishers and societies to host their high-quality content on our platform. The 
content is carefully curated and then distributed to customers via our state-of-
the-art platform, which is securely managed and provides advanced analytics 
features. Customers have come to appreciate IG Publishing as a reliable partner 
for their e-resource needs. Beyond ebooks, since 2020, IG Publishing has started 
to distribute journals, standards, and databases.

In Asia, iGroup Press (Bangkok) publishes travel and cultural guides, 
cookery books and phrasebooks, reprints in English of scientific, 
technical, and medical/nursing textbooks, and translations into Chinese 
and Thai of selected scientific titles.
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Technology & Authoring Tools

Improve research efficiency with cutting-edge productivity tools

CiteReady is a web-based application with desktop-like functionalities. It is a 
cross-platform application that allows for easy access to your very own 
collection of research papers anywhere in the world at any time. It greatly 
reduces the time and effort required for the literature search to be cited in 
manuscript preparation

mangoSTEEMS is a member of iGroup (Asia Pacific) Limited, a multinational 
corporation with more than 30 years of expertise in the knowledge 
management and education industries. mangoSTEEMS is dedicated to providing 
innovative and effective digital education solutions for the K-12 market.

Imachek is a Inspection solution to check the manipulation or duplication of 
images used in the paper in the stage prior to publication of the paper.
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Binumi is a unique video platform that empowers individuals and businesses of 
any size to take control of their communication by providing the tools to unlock, 
create and share compelling stories that can build opportunity and growth for 
their business.



MyLOFT is your personal library, where you include the contents you need and 
categorize them the way you like! A single app that allows you to access, 
organize, share, and read offline all of your e-contents, anytime, anywhere.

RemoteXs has an ability to provide secured access to scattered eResources of 
the institution, bringing them under one umbrella, along with subscribed 
eJournals, eBooks and all other eContent, that too anytime …from anywhere.
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Education solution (software, curriculum, and training) that integrates 
technology into the curriculum, including coding into all subjects.

Learn Social platform integrates everyday communication tools and peer review 
into your English courses. Whenever students have to complete a speaking or 
writing exercise, they first submit their work to their Study Group for review.

Morressier’s tools help you handle the entire workflow, from managing abstracts 
to presenting content on-site. Maximize the efficiency and impact of every step, 
from publishing a call for abstracts to sharing the posters and presentations 
from your conference and monitoring their impact.



Library Automation

To fully utilize, control, and manage vast amounts of publications and content, the iGroup offers several information 
management solutions for libraries.

Library automation solutions

Library security and materials flow equipment, including RFID and book sorters

Union catalogues of books and serials

Anti-plagiarism services for schools, universities, and publishers

Digitalization of special collections, including hardware and software

Cataloging services

Automation Solutions Includes:

>

>

>

>

>

>



Consultancy

In the space of scholarly communication, research outreach is an emerging trend. ies
Research helps researchers to improve their research visibility, which potentially leads to 
higher citations.

In addition, we provide the latest skill sets and world-class technologies to resolve 
individual and organizational challenges in preparation for the future. All services from 
ies Research include: research outreach programmes, workshops, analytics, and 
technologies.

Research outreach program through iestory

We design visuals and/or animations to supplement your research findings and 
maximize the understanding of the discoveries. Using social media as our 
primary platform, we share your story globally to improve research visibility and 
increase scholarly engagement. We leverage the digital data generated to 
optimize our dissemination strategy by observing indicators such as numbers of 
views and full-text downloads.



K-12

Building Forefront Educators and 21st          Century Learners

Mangosteems Pte Ltd was setup with the vision of addressing the 
growing needs of the K-12 market with innovative and effective digital 
education solutions in the areas of S.T.E.E.M.S.(Science, Technology, 
Engineering, English/Languages, Mathematics, and Social Studies).

Mangosteems Pte Ltd was setup in 2018 and is a member of iGroup.
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iGroup Customers

OVER 5,000 
GLOBAL 

CUSTOMERS
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ACADEMIC
Universities & 

Colleges

GOVERNMENT
Research Institutes & 

Agencies

CORPORATE
R&D, Manufacturing & 

HR training

HEALTHCARE
University, Government & 

Private Hospitals



iGroup  - Life Long Learning Project

The iGroup (Asia Pacific) bring the best of resources and are committed to improving 
education, economic opportunity, inclusion, and more through Life Long Learning Project.

English for kids

Mathematics for kids Coding for kids / adults

English for adults
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mangoSTEEMS Universe and Thai Army 

free codemonkey for SCB employee's childs

RMUTT discusses IGroup Asia Pacific and 
MangoSTEEMS to support the use of online 
platforms to help organize communities



iGroup  - Give Back Initiative in Myanmar

iGroup has been donating Academic Reference Databases, Educational contents and library related 
software and giving workshops, seminars and training to Universities, Colleges, State High Schools, 
Government Ministries , etc. starting from 2014 till now.

Donation of tools / Gadget
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donation of databases  to  

Donation of databases and 2 servers

donation of journal databases to

National Defence College, Nay Pyi Taw 

Donation of databases, library portal and 2 servers

124 Universities & Colleges
under Ministry of Education
in all 14 states and divisions. Donation of databases to 7 Medical Universities 

donation of databases  to

International Center of Excellence (ICOE) Yangon University 

donation of databases  to

Ministry of Foreign Affairs library 

Donation of ATIZ Scanner and complete digitizing system 

National Defence College, Nay Pyi Taw 

2016

donation of databases  to

7 Universities | 1 College
| 3 States High Schools2014

donation of databases  to

16 Universities 2015

Ministry of Health and Sports 

Donation of databases to 6 Medical Universities 

8 Universities |
15 States High Schools

2017

2018

Ministry of Health and Sports 

iGroup developed and 
donated “Myanmar Medical Resource 
Center” for all Medical and Nursing Universities

Physics Department at 11 
Universities under 
Ministry of Education 

2019

130 Universities all over
Myanmar under Ministry of Education

iGroup’s
Workshop 

Training 

over 39 Universities/College
more than 190 teachers & students

iGroup Give Back Initiative in Myanmar


